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Attached Associated press release (Dallas - 7/22) as , J 
published in the "Washington Post" today states that the content  - 
of the erticle is the question and answer transcript in part of — 
the polygraph exnmination afforded Ruby by the FBI in Dallas, cTexas, 

- leet Saturday. - ee x 

    

The newspaper article has been ‘compared with the actual | ws - 
questions asked Ruby during the polygraph examination, The ..-. 
comparison clearly reveals that the vast majority of questions 
listed in the newspaper article are not an accurate transcript of © 
the questions. . . 

  

:- 
ft While the lack of accuracy could be merely -due to 

y inaccurate notes taken by an individual during the actual test, at. 
~ | is considered more likely from the form of the published questions 
vy that they are based on notes taken during a discussion of the : 
, proposed questions witb Ruby immediately prior to the actual polygraph 

“f'examinotion and upon Ruby's answers at that time. Such a discussion 
‘of the proposed questions with a subject is a standard part of Lok Nu 
‘polygraph examination technique to insure that the subject understandsry\ 

, the questions and was followed in this instance. It is noted that  < 
under the arrangements made by the Commission the following individualg.> 
were present during the discussion of the questions before the ectus b 
test: . vac ctcn yee 

      

nn Patt 
. hx? Arlen Specter, President's Commission tees 

woot a. Clarton ‘Fowler, Ruby's Chief Counsel $= --  -: 

mo Mr. Joe Tonahill, Ruby's Attorney ey 
co a hur, William ~figzanders ‘Dallas District Attorggy's « Office 

| ie Dy, Willidm RNz“Peavers, paychitatea t CO 
Chief Jailer E. Lo“Holman 

   
. Court Reporter Odelr-Oliver ay wee Es 

3     Special Agents t Bell P, Herndon < - on 
ca pi Oeist 7a ho: Tay a oe fom 

“ $ned sure ? ~ fos to 7; 
i = Mr.'Belmont) 1 - . Mir. McGowan, Rm. 2713, - ooeaan ew eo SAL 
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    ~ “It is of further interest to ‘note that ‘ir. Alexander, -* 
a the ‘pistrict Attorney's representative, and Mr. Tonahill, one of © 

‘{ the defense attorneys, based upon agreement among the various -~ 
/... fattorneys present arranged to leave the room during portions of 
' “j the actual polygraph interview of Ruby and, therefore, would not | 

have heard all of the actual questions as they were presented to _ 
|Ruby during the actual examination. The remaining individuals ~- 
were present during both the pretest interview and the actual — 
polygraph test. Except for the court reporter and the Bureau ° 
Agents, the only other person observed taking copious notes was . 
Mr. Alexander. 

    

    

It is further. noted as a matter of interest that an 
meworandum from lir. Griffith to Mr. Conrad 7/22/64, in connection 

3 with the “leak” of Oswald's diary to Life Magazine, the Laboratory 
4 hes been able to establish that the copies in the possession of -. 
: ife Magazine originsted, either directly or indirectly, from — 

hotographic reproductions of this diary in the possession of the = 
4 Dallas District Attorney" s Office.   

  

‘A further analysis as to whether the “published questions 
- fare, in ‘fact, based on the discussion of the questions prior to 

“~Ithe polygraph examination can be made as soon as a detailed transcript 

of the proceedings is received. by us. It is noted in this regard 

7, that Hr. Specter, the Commission's representative, has advised that 

-- [the preparation of this transcript is being expedited and that we “ 
“. §Jwill be furnished a copy aS soon as possible. Loved: 

ACTION: a CY 

oo . For information. — Vv 
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